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CHARM	is	always	looking	at	her		sister		BEAUTY!	



What	CHARM	can	do	in	SM	what		BEAUTY	cannot	?	
	



IntroducLon	

Charm	physics	goals	:	
	
•  High	precision	knowledge	of	SM	parameters:	mc	and	CKM	

parameters	Vci	,	i=d,s,b;	
	
•  Understanding	QCD	in	charm	systems;	
	
•  Precision	in	experimental	measurements	and	theoreLcal		

calculaLons	should	enable	to	disentangle	SM	physics	from	BSM!	
			



•  Heavy	Ions	
•  MulL-body	hadronic	decays	and	amplitude	analysis		
•  Leptonic,	semi-leptonic	and	rare	decays	(CKM	elements)	
•  Charm	baryon	decays	
•  Charmonium	and	exoLcs,	producLon	and	spectroscopy		
•  CP	violaLon,	mixing	and	non-leptonic	decays	

•  Open	charm	producLon	and	spectroscopy	
•  Future	prospects	

Theory		session	at	CHARM2016	

Lenz	



CHARM	and	QCD	

Ø  Heavy	Ions	
	
Ø  Charmonium	and	exoLcs,	producLon	and	spectroscopy		
	
Ø  Open	charm	producLon	and	spectroscopy	
	



What is special about Charm?

A.Lenz                                                                                                                                        CHARM 2016, Bologna
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•  Mass of charm: charm is neither heavy nor light;  do theory tools (HQE) work? 

Maezawa 
Lattice 2016
	
	
	

From	Maezava,	
Labce2016	
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Quark masses and strong coupling constant in 2+1 flavor QCD

Y. Maezawaa and P. Petreczkyb,
a Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8317, Japan

b Physics Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA
(Dated: June 29, 2016)

We present a determination of the strange, charm and bottom quark masses as well as the strong coupling
constant in 2+1-flavor lattice QCD simulations using Highly Improved Staggered Quark action. The ratios of
the charm quark mass to the strange quark mass and the bottom quark mass to the charm quark mass are obtained
from the meson masses calculated on the lattice and found to be mc/ms = 11.871(91) and mb/mc = 4.528(57)
in the continuum limit. We also determine the strong coupling constant and the charm quark mass using the
moments of pseudoscalar charmonium correlators: αs(µ = mc) = 0.3697(75) and mc(µ = mc) = 1.267(11) GeV.
Our result for αs corresponds to the determination of the strong coupling constant at the lowest energy scale so
far and is translated to the value αs(µ = MZ , nf = 5) = 0.11622(75).

PACS numbers: 12.38. Gc, 12.38.-t, 12.38.Bx

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate determination of QCD parameters received a lot
of attention in recent years. Lattice QCD calculations play
an important role in this quest. The precise knowledge of
the QCD parameters is important for testing the prediction of
the standard model. One prominent example is the sensitivity
of Higgs branching ratios to the heavy quark masses and the
strong coupling constant [1]. While several precise determina-
tions of the heavy quark masses and the strong coupling con-
stant αs on the lattice exist, it is always important to obtain re-
sults using different lattice methods to ensure that all the errors
are under control. In case of αs different lattice and non-lattice
methods often give quite different results, possibly suggesting
that not all the sources of errors are under control [2]. In par-
ticular, the lattice determinations that use the static quark anti-
quark potential lead to smaller values of αs [3, 4]. As the result
of this the error on the αs quoted in in the most recent Particle
Data Group (PDG) Review update has increased for the first
time in many years: αs(MZ) = 0.1181(16) [5]. This should be
compared to the 2013 PDG value, αs(MZ) = 0.1185(6). Lat-
tice QCD offers the possibility to determine the strong cou-
pling constant at relatively low energy scales. So far the only
non-lattice method that offers a low energy determination of
αs is the analysis of the τ decay but there are large systematic
uncertainties due to different ways of organizing the perturba-
tive expansion in this method (see Ref. [6] for a recent work
on this topic and references therein). For certain applications
it is important to have the running of the coupling constant at
low energy scales. One example is the comparison of weak
coupling and lattice results in QCD thermodynamics, where
the typical scale ≃ πT could be as low as 1 GeV [7–10].

There are also sizable differences in the value of the charm
quark masses. The recent determination ofmc by HPQCD col-
laboration [11] is significantly lower than the value obtained
by ETMC collaboration [12]. Some lattice QCD calculations
use 2 or 3 flavors of dynamical quarks [13–15], while others
use 4 dynamical flavors [11, 12, 16]. Therefore, understand-
ing of the flavor dependence of the charm quark mass is also
important.

Furthermore, non-perturbative determination of the bottom

quark mass is problematic matter in the lattice simulations due
to the discretization errors caused as powers of mha where
mh is the bare mass of the heavy quarks. However, owing to
improvements of discretization of the action as well as simu-
lations with smaller lattice spacing using powerful comput-
ing resources it has, recently, become possible to perform
calculations with quark masses larger than the charm quark
mass. The region around the bottom quark mass can be ac-
cessed using extrapolations [17]. Several determinations of
the quark mass ratio of the bottom to charm have been re-
ported and slight inconsistency has been found: The ratio re-
cently obtained by ETMC collaboration [18] shows smaller
value than that previously determined by HPQCD collabora-
tions [11, 17]. Thus the determinations of the bottom quark
mass with different setups and approaches are also important
to provide precise theoretical predictions.

In this paper we report on the calculation of the quark
masses and the strong coupling constant in 2+1 flavor QCD
using Highly Improved Staggered Quark (HISQ) action. More
precisely, we determine the ratio of the charm quark mass
to the strange quark mass and the bottom quark mass to the
charm quark mass from the pseudoscalar and vector meson
masses calculated on the lattice and combined with the ex-
perimental inputs. Furthermore, the strong coupling constant
αs and the charm quark mass mc(mc) in MS renormaliza-
tion scheme are determined from the moments of the pseu-
doscalar charmonium correlators and the comparison to the
corresponding perturbative result. By using the quark mass ra-
tios together with αs andmc(mc) we also determine the strange
and bottom quark masses.

This paper is organized as follows: In section II we intro-
duce details of the lattice setup and explain our approach to
determine the quark mass ratios, the strong coupling constant
and the quark masses. Our main numerical results are dis-
cussed in section III, including the determination of the phys-
ical values of the charm quark mass, the ratios of the quark
masses as well as the moments of the pseudoscalar charmo-
nium correlators. In section IV we compare our results for
the strong coupling constant and the quark masses with other
lattice results. The paper is concluded in Sec. V.

Charm	quark	mass	(Lenz)	

1606.08798	
	

QuesLon	for	future	CHARM	conferences:	Yukawa	coupling,	Higgs	decay				H ! cc̄



Geurts	
•  Studying	QGP	in	nuclear	collisions	
•  What	can	we	learn	from	heavy	quarks	in	nuclear	collisions?	
•  Experimental	toolkit	
•  Open	charm	and	charmonium	

UltrarelaLvisLc	heavy-ion	collisions	
allow	the	creaLon	of	a	hot	and	
dense	state	of	mager	
Ø use	heavy	ions	to	scan	through	
the	QCD	phase	diagram	

Heavy	Ions	 Talks	by	Geurts,	Arleo,	Beraudo,	Vairo	
Charm	Physics	with	Heavy	Ions	
	



nPDF	effects	on	J/ψ	in	pPb	at	LHC		
	nPDF effects on J/ in pPb at LHC
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Widespread predictions due to uncertainty on gluon shadowing

Apparent agreement with some uncertainty sets of EPS09/nCTEQ15

François Arleo (LLR) Quarkonia in pA/AA collisions CHARM 2016 9 / 24

Quarkonium production from a heavy ion perspective

When dealing with quarkonium production in nuclear collisions, one often
considers cross section ratios

RpA(y , p?) =
1

A

d�pA/dp?dy

d�pp/dp?dy

RpA = 1: no (net) nuclear effects

RpA < 1: suppression

RpA > 1: enhancement

Ratios allow for a cancellation of th/exp uncertainties. . . but understanding
quarkonium in pp collisions remains essential

François Arleo (LLR) Quarkonia in pA/AA collisions CHARM 2016 5 / 24

RpA	=	1:	no	(net)	nuclear	effects	
	RpA	<1:suppression	
RpA	>1:enhancement		
	

Arleo:	

•  J/ψ	and	Υ	(and	some	excited	states)	
	

•  proton-nucleus	(pA)	and	nucleus-nucleus	(AA)	collisions	
	



Quarkonium production in pp collisions

Several frameworks although none of them (yet) fully satisfactory

Non-Relativistic QCD: many successes but also some failures
I polarization, ⌘c hadroproduction, J/ photoproduction, LDME poorly

known
I NRQCD factorization not proven to all orders

Color Singlet Model
I discrepancy at large p? cured by higher-order corrections?

QCD factorization (1/p? expansion)
I only leading powers p

�4
? and p

�6
? computed so far

François Arleo (LLR) Quarkonia in pA/AA collisions CHARM 2016 4 / 24

Why quarkonium production in nuclear collisions ?

Many aspects of QCD can be probed in principle

Nuclear parton densities (nPDF) and saturation at small x

Parton multiple scattering and induced gluon radiation

Heavy-quark potential at finite temperature

Quarkonium (in)elastic interaction with partons and hadrons

Dynamics of bound state formation

François Arleo (LLR) Quarkonia in pA/AA collisions CHARM 2016 3 / 24

Why	quarkonium	producLon	in	nuclear	collisions	?		
	



Theory-to-experiment	comparison	:	
c-quarks	interact	significantly	with	the	medium	formed	in	heavy-ion	
collision,	which	affects	both	their	propaga=on	in	the	plasma	and	their	
hadroniza=on.		
HF-hadron	spectra		quenched	at	high-pT	,		
at	low-pT	they	display	signatures	of	radial	and	ellipLc	flow.	
	
Experimental	challenges	or	theoreLcal	quesLons	
	
•  Charm	measurements	down	to	pT	→	0:	flow/thermalizaLon	and	total	

cross-secLon	(of	relevance	for	charmonium	supression!)	
•  Ds	and	Λc	measurements:	change	in	hadrochemistry	and	total	cross-secLon	
•  Beauty	measurements	in	AA	via	exclusive	hadronic	decays:	beger	probe,	

due	to	M	≫	ΛQCD,	T	(iniLal	producLon	and	Langevin	dynamics	under	
beger	control)	

•  Charm	in	p-A	collisions:	which	relevance	for	high-energy	atmospheric	
muons/neutrinos	(Auger	and	IceCube	experiments)?	Possible	iniLal/final-
state	nuclear	effects?	

Open	charm	physics	with	heavy	Ions	 Beruado	
	



GluodissociaLon	is	the	dissociaLon	of	quarkonium	by	absorpLon	of	a	gluon	from	
the	medium.	
DissociaLon	by	inelasLc	parton	scagering	is	the	dissociaLon	of	quarkonium	by	
scagering	with	gluons	and	light-quarks	in	the	medium.		
	

-	effecLve	field	theories			
-	non	relaLvisLc	bound	states	at	zero	temperature,		
-	study	the	dissociaLon	of	a		quarkonium	in	a	thermal	bath	of	gluons	and	light	quarks.		
In	a	weakly-coupled	framework,	the	situaLon	is	the	following:	
•  For	E	>	mD	quarkonium	decays	dominantly	via	gluodissociaLon		
(aka	singlet-to-octet	break	up).	
•	For	mD	>	E	quarkonium	decays	dominantly	via	inelasLc	parton	scagering		
(	Landau	damping).-	

Dissociationbyinelasticpartonscattering

Fromtheopticaltheorem,thethermalwidthfollowsfromcuttingthegluonself-energyin

thefollowingNRQCDdiagrams(momentumofthegluon>
∼

Mv)

and/orpNRQCDdiagram(momentumofthegluon≪Mv)

•DissociationbyinelasticpartonscatteringisalsoknownasLandaudamping.

Quarkonium	dissociaLon	and	regeneraLon	 Viaro		



The	Jülich	group	has	performed	calculaLons	(meson-exchange	picture,	
χEFT)	for	
p	̄	p	→	K	̄	K	
p	̄p	→	ΛΛ,	ΣΣ,	Ξ	̄Ξ,	...	K	N	,	K	̄	N	
ΛN	−	ΣN,	ΛΛ,	...	

ProducLon	of	charmed	baryons	and	mesons	in		
anLproton-proton	collisions		

Haidenbauer		
Production of strange baryons

T

i,j = V

i,j +
P

k

V

i,k G0, k

T
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V
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Johann Haidenbauer Charm production

assume	SU(4)f	symmetry	and	
provide	esLmates	for	cross	secLons	for		
the	corresponding	reacLons		
involving	charmed	parLcles		
	



Summary

Predictions for p̄p ! Y

c

Y

c

calculation performed in close analogy to the Jülich analysis of
p̄p ! YY utilizing SU(4) symmetry

⇤̄�
c

⇤+
c

cross sections are in the order of 1 – 7 µb

⇤̄�
c

⇤+
c

cross sections are about 10-100 times smaller than for p̄p ! ⇤⇤

⇤̄�
c

⇤+
c

cross sections are about 1000 times larger than those of most
other models

Predictions for p̄p ! DD̄, D

s

D̄

s

calculation performed in close analogy to the Jülich analysis of
p̄p ! K̄ K utilizing SU(4) symmetry

DD̄ cross sections are in the order of 30 – 250 nb

DD̄ cross sections are comparable to those of other models

D

s

D̄

s

cross sections are of comparable order of magnitude

Johann Haidenbauer Charm production



Spectroscopy		

Talks	by	Rayan,	Moir,	Cheung,	Riggio	on	labce	spectroscopy	

	Taks	by	Burns,Fernandez,	Gonzalez,	Pilloni,	Brambilla,Wang	
	

Charmonium:	standard	and	exoLc		
	
•	ExoLc	models	
•	ProducLon	of	exoLcs	at	LHC	
•	Hybridized	tetraquarks		
•	Conclusions	
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𝑄
 𝑄

𝛼𝑠 𝑀𝑄 ∼ 0.3
(perturbative regime)

OZI-rule, QCD multipole

Potential models
(meaningful when 𝑀𝑄 → ∞)

𝑉 𝑟 = −
𝐶𝐹𝛼𝑠
𝑟

+ 𝜎𝑟
(Cornell potential)

Solve NR Schrödinger eq. → spectrum 

Effective theories
(HQET, NRQCD, pNRQCD...)

Integrate out heavy DOF
↓

(spectrum), decay & production rates 

Standard charmonium

Heavy quark spin flip suppressed by quark mass,
approximate heavy quark spin symmetry (HQSS)

A. Pilloni – Introduction to charmonium and exotic physics

Standard	potenLal	for	charmonium:	

3

𝑄
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A. Pilloni – Introduction to charmonium and exotic physics

(perturbaLve	regime)	OZI-rule,	QCD	mulLpole	

EffecLve	theories	
(HQET,	NRQCD,	pNRQCD...)	
Integrate	out	heavy	DOF	

MulLscale	system	

4

Multiscale system

A. Pilloni – Introduction to charmonium and exotic physics

𝑚𝑄 ≫ 𝑚𝑄𝑣 ≫ 𝑚𝑄𝑣2 𝑚𝑏 ∼ 5 GeV,𝑚𝑐 ∼ 1.5 GeV
𝑣𝑏2 ∼ 0.1, 𝑣𝑐2 ∼ 0.3

Systematically integrate
out the heavy scale,

𝑚𝑄 ≫ Λ𝑄𝐶𝐷 Full QCD NRQCD pNRQCD

Factorization (to be proved)
of universal LDMEs

Good description of many production channels,
some known puzzles (polarizations)

Pilloni	



5

Good understanding 
of the spectrum, in 
particular below 
thresholds

Potential model by 
Radford and Repko, 
PRD75, 074031

Charmonium landscape

A. Pilloni – Introduction to charmonium and exotic physics

Charmonium	landscape	 Pilloni	



ExoLc		landscape		

6

A host of unexpected 
resonances have 
appeared

decaying mostly into
charmonium + light

Hardly reconciled 
with usual 
charmonium 
interpretation

Exotic landscape

A. Pilloni – Introduction to charmonium and exotic physics

Pilloni	



Proposed	models		 Pilloni,Wang	
Ø  Molecules	or	hadrons	(loosely	bound)	
Ø  Diquark-	anL-diquark	(tetraquark)	
Ø  Glueball,	Hybryds		
(cusp	–	kinemaLcal	effect)	

In a constituent (di)quark model, we can think of a
diquark-antidiquark compact state

𝑐𝑞 𝑆=0  𝑐  𝑞 𝑆=1 + ℎ. 𝑐.
Maiani, Piccinini, Polosa, Riquer PRD71 014028

Faccini, Maiani, Piccinini, AP, Polosa, Riquer PRD87 111102 
Maiani, Piccinini, Polosa, Riquer PRD89 114010

𝟑𝒄

 𝟑𝒄
 𝒄 𝒄

 𝒒
𝒒

𝐻 = 
𝑑𝑞

𝑚𝑑𝑞 + 2 
𝑖<𝑗

𝜅𝑖𝑗 𝑆𝑖 ∙ 𝑆𝑗
𝜆𝑖𝑎

2
𝜆𝑗𝑎

2

14

Tetraquark

Decay pattern mostly driven by HQSS 9
Fair understanding of existing spectrum 9
A full nonet for each level is expected 8

Spectrum according to color-spin hamiltonian
(all the terms of the Breit-Fermi hamiltonian are 
absorbed into a constant diquark mass):

New ansatz: the diquarks are compact  objects
spacially separated from each other,

only 𝜅𝑐𝑞 ≠ 0
Existing spectrum is fitted if 𝜅𝑐𝑞 = 67 MeV

A. Pilloni – Introduction to charmonium and exotic physics
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16

Tetraquark: the 𝑐  𝑐𝑠  𝑠 states

A. Pilloni – Introduction to charmonium and exotic physics

Maiani, Polosa and Riquer, arXiv:1607.02405
Esposito, AP, Polosa, to appear

Good description of the spectrum but
one has to assume the axial assignment 
for the 𝑋 4274 to be incorrect 
(two unresolved states with 0++ and 2++)

Maiani,	Polosa	and	Riquer,	arXiv:1607.02405	
	Esposito,	AP,	Polosa,	to	appear		
	

Maiani,	Piccinini,	Polosa,	Riquer	PRD71	
014028	Faccini,	Maiani,	Piccinini,	AP,	
Polosa,	Riquer	PRD87	111102	Maiani,	
Piccinini,	Polosa,	Riquer	PRD89	114010	

8

Hadron	Exotics:	Theory

c q

q
c q

c q

q q
____

c q
q q

____

QCD	allows	many	possible	color	singlets:	

Tetraquark Hadron	Molecule



A deuteron-like meson pair, the interaction is mediated by the exchange of light mesons 
• Some model-independent relations (Weinberg’s theorem, shallow states theory) 9
• Good description of decay patterns (mostly to constituents) and X 3872 isospin violation 9
• States appear close to thresholds 9 (but 𝑍 4430 8)
• Lifetime of costituents has to be ≫ 1/𝑚𝜋
• Binding energy varies from −70 to −0.1 MeV, or even positive (repulsive interaction) 8
• Unclear spectrum (a state for each threshold?) – depends on potential models 8

𝐷0

𝐷0∗𝜋0

Tornqvist, Z.Phys. C61, 525
Braaten and Kusunoki, PRD69 074005

Swanson, Phys.Rept. 429 243-305
Talk by T. Burns

18

Loosely bound molecule

𝑋 3872 ∼  𝐷0𝐷∗0

𝑍𝑐 3900 ∼  𝐷0𝐷∗+

𝑉𝜋 𝑟 =
𝑔𝜋𝑁2

3
𝜏1 ⋅ 𝜏2 3 𝜎1 ⋅  𝑟 𝜎2 ⋅  𝑟 − 𝜎1 ⋅ 𝜎2 1 +

3
𝑚𝜋𝑟 2 +

3
𝑚𝜋𝑟

+ 𝜎1 ⋅ 𝜎2
𝑒−𝑚𝜋𝑟

𝑟
Needs regularization, cutoff dependence

A. Pilloni – Introduction to charmonium and exotic physics

(things can be different when quark degrees of freedom are taken into account, 
see talks by A. Valcarce and F. Fernandez)

𝑍𝑐′ 4020 ∼  𝐷∗0𝐷∗+

𝑌 4260 ∼  𝐷𝐷1



From														to	LHCb	pentaquarks	

Fernández:	The	model:	consLtuent	quarks,	coupled	channels	3P0	model		
		
	

J/ 

b J K p0 /\ �/ o

PhysRevLett.115.072001 10 

VIII International Workshop on  
Charm Physics 

2015 LHCb Pentaquark 

b J K p0 /\ �/ o

PhysRevLett.115.072001 10 

VIII International Workshop on  
Charm Physics 

2015 LHCb Pentaquark 

the	X(4140)	signal	appears	as	a	threshold	cusp	J/ �

Pc(4380) 

4527 

4462 

4385 

4321 

cD* *6

cD*6

cD *6

cD6

Pc(4450) 

77 

82 

The compositeness problem 

VIII International Workshop on  
Charm Physics 

The parity problem 
         negative parity          S-waves molecules  
         positive parity            P-waves molecules (centrifugal barrier) 

Residual interacction !!!!!  (model) 23 



Charmonium	EXOTICS	with	EffecLve	Field	Theories	 Brambilla	

QCD	theory	of	quarkonium-	mulLscale	theory	

⟨On⟩ ∼ E
n
λ

Hard

Soft 
(relative 

momentum)

Ultrasoft  
(binding energy)

LEFT =
!

n

cn(EΛ/µ)
On(µ, λ)

EΛ

Quarkonium with Non 
relativistic Effective Field 

Theories

Color degrees of freedom 
3X3=1+8 

 singlet and octet QQbar 

Color	degrees	of	freedom		
3X3=1+8		
singlet	and	octet	QQbar		
	

So�	(relaLve	momentum)		
	

Ultra	so�	
(binding	energy)t		



...    ...   ...
m

p      mv

2E      mv

...

Quarkonium with NR EFT: potential NonRelativistic QCD 
(pNRQCD)

Quarkonium	with	NR	EFT:		
potenLal	NonRelaLvisLc	QCD	(pNRQCD)	

...    ...   ...
m

p      mv

2E      mv

...

+ ...+

LpNRQCD =
!

k

!

n

1

mk
ck(αs(m/µ)) × V (rµ′, rµ) × On(µ′, λ) rn

Quarkonium with NR EFT: potential NonRelativistic QCD 
(pNRQCD)

In QCD another scale is relevant ΛQCD

Quarkonium with NR EFT: pNRQCD strongly 
coupled 
pNRQCD

weakly 
coupled 
pNRQCD

Pineda, Soto 97, N.B., Pineda, Soto, Vairo 99 
N.B. Vairo,   Pineda, Soto  00--014 

N.B., Pineda, Soto, Vairo Review of Modern Physis 77(2005) 1423

Successful	descripLon	of	spectra!	
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IntroductionIntroduction

μ+μ-

D D
*

.. .

Heavy Ion 
Collision

J/y surrounded by 

light quark matter

Subsequent Decays
can be measured

SU(4) Chiral Lagrangian

Effective Lagrangian

Unitarized Amplitudes

Finite Temperatures

Imaginary Time Formalism

Study spectral function

Outlook:

Other channels, more observables...

Previous Studies include

Chiral Lagrangians
Haglin and C. Gale, PRC 63; Blaschke et al., PPNL 9 (2012) 7;...

Quark model Calculations
Zhou and Xu, PRC 85; Maiani et al., NP A 741 (2004) 273,NP A 748 (2005) 209;...

Here: at the same time

Effective Field Theory

Unitarized coupled channel approach

Many-body techniques

J/y
p

pp
p

p p

Production of new
Quarks and gluons

Subject of this study

ProperLes	of	J/ψ	in	light	quark	mager		 Cleven	



Charmonium,	Hybrid	and	ExoLc	Spectroscopy	with	Charm	Quarks	in	Labce	QCD		

Cheung,G	
Introduction

S. Olsen, arxiv:1511.01589

I Plethora of unexpected
charmonium-like (X ,Y ,Z )
states discovered
experimentally.

I Masses and widths of some
Ds states significantly lower
than those expected from
quark model.

I Tetraquarks? Molecules?
Cusps? Hybrids?

I First principles calculations
using lattice QCD to
understand these states.

2 / 15

•  Plethora	of	unexpected	charmonium-like		
(X	,	Y	,	Z	)	states	discovered	experimentally	
	
•  Masses	and	widths	of	some	Ds	states		
significantly	lower	than	those	expected	from		
quark	model.		
	
•  Tetraquarks?	Molecules?	Cusps?	Hybrids?	

•  First	principles	calculaLons	using	labce		
QCD	to	understand	these	states.		
	

Ryan,	



I����������� L������ P������������� R������ S���������

A ������� QCD ������
Start from the QCD Lagrangian:

L = �̄
�
i��D� � m
�
� � 1

4G
a
��G

��
a

Gluon fields are SU(3) matrices - links of a hypercube.

A�(x)! U(x,�) = e
�iagAb

�(x)t
b

�ark fields �(x) on sites with color, flavor, Dirac indices.
Fermion discretisation - Wilson, Staggered, Overlap.
Derivatives! finite di�erences:
�fwd� �(x) = 1

a
⇥
U�(x)�(x + a�̂)� �(x)

⇤

Solve the QCD path integral on a finite la�ice with spacing a 6= 0 estimated stochastically
by Monte Carlo. Can only be done e�ectively in a Euclidean space-time metric (no useful
importance sampling weight for the theory in Minkowski space).
Observables determined from (Euclidean) path integrals of the QCD action

hOi = 1/Z
Z

DUD�̄D� O[U, �̄,�]e�S[U,�̄,�]

	
•  Methods:	tested,	validated;	Different	acLons	in	agreement.	
•  High	staLsLcs	and	improved	acLons	for	precise	results.	
•  SimulaLon	at	mphys

q	or	extrapolaLon	m	→mphys
q	.		

•  DiscreLsaLon	errors	O(amc)	and	O(amb)	under	control.	

I����������� L������ P������������� R������ S���������

C��������� ����� ��������� � “�����������”
Methods: tested, validated; Di�erent actions in agreement.
High statistics and improved actions for precise results.

Simulation at mphys
q or extrapolation mq ! m

phys
q .

Discretisation errors O(amc) and O(amb) under control.

Perez-Rubio, Collins, Bali 1503.08440

Charmonium, HPQCD 1411.1318

0�+ 1�� 1+� 0++ 1++

JPC

3.0

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

M
as

s
/

G
eV �c0

�c1

�c

��
c

hc

J/�

��

expt (PDG)

m�/ms = 1/5

m�/ms = 1/10

m�/ms = phys

No disconnected diagrams in cc̄ spectrum: OZI suppressed - assumed to be small
) mixing with lighter states not included.

Charmonium	below	threshold	-	“gold-plated”	

No	disconnected	diagrams	in	c	̄c	spectrum:	OZI	suppressed	-	assumed	to	
be	small	⇒	mixing	with	lighter	states	not	included.	

Ryan	



X,Y,	Z,	

Prelovsek	&	Leskovec	1307.5172	

Padmanath,	Lang,	Prelovsek	1503.03257	
Prelovsek,	Lang,	Leskovec,	Mohler:		
1405.7615		
	

Ground	state:	χc1(1P)	
DD	̄	scagering:	pole	just	below	thr.		
LocaLon		of	thr.,	finite	volume		
effects	controlled?		
13	expected	2-meson	states	found	
	

X(3872)	not	found	if	c	̄c	not	in	basis.	

First	coupled	channel	results	with	charm	quarks	by	HAL	QCD	suggest	Zc+	is	not	a	
	resonance.	
HAL	QCD	recently	did	a	first	coupled-channel	analysis	[1602.03465].		
π	J	/	Ψ	−	ρ	η	c	−	D	̄	D		
	

Challenges:		
•  The	:	Zc+	(and	most	of	the	XYZ	states)	lies	above	several	thresholds	and		
•  so	decay	to	several	two-meson	final	states		
•  requires	a	coupled-channel	analysis	for	a	rigorous	treatment		
•  on	a	laLce	the	number	of	relevant	coupled-channels	is	large	for		
high	energies.		
	



	Moir	(Hadron	Spectrum	CollaboraLon)	(1607.07093	)	

Scagering		of	charmed	mesons	from	labce	QCD	Dπ,	Dη,	Ds	K	̄	scagering	

Coupled-Channel D⇡, D⌘ and DsK̄ Scattering (S-wave)

Ecm/MeV���� ���� ���� ���� ����

���

���

���

���

���

���� ���� ���� ���� ����

���

���

���

���

���

���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

��
��
��

⇢i⇢j |tij |2

D⇡ � D⇡

DsK̄ � DsK̄
D⌘ � D⌘

D⇡ � D⌘

D⌘ � DsK̄
D⇡ � DsK̄

m⇡ = 391 MeV

Near-threshold S-wave pole on the real-axis t
ij

⇠ c
i

c
j

/(s
pole

� s)

Couplings: c
D⇡ = 549(158) MeV ;c

D⌘ = 436(130) MeV ;c
D

s

K̄

= 221(85) MeV.
Graham Moir S��������� �� C������ M����� ���� L������ QCD 7th September 2016 9 / 15

First	labce	QCD	calculaLon	of	coupled-channel	scagering	including	heavy	
quarks	Dπ,	Dη,	Ds	K	̄	scagering	(at	mπ	=	391	MeV)	
	
	

0+:	near-threshold	bound-state		
pole	c.f.	D0∗(2400)		
1−:	deeply-bound	pole	c.f.	D∗(2007)	
2+:	narrow	resonance	c.f.	D2∗(2460)		
	
DK	scagering	(at	mπ	=	391	MeV)	
0+:	bound-state	pole	c.f.	D∗	(2317)		
	



i)	have	been	analyzed	from	a	convenLonal	as	well	as	from	an	unconvenLonal	
quark	model	descripLon.	
	
ii)	The			X(3915)		to	D	bar	D	decay	can	not	discriminate	between	both	
descripLons	once	momentum	dependent	correcLons	are	taken	into	account.	
	
iii)	The	X(3915)		to		J/ψω	decay	can	not	be	consistently	explained	from	a	Cornell	
descripLon.	However,	an	unconvenLonal	descripLon	may	accommodate	all	the	
experimental	informaLon	predicLng	a	quite	big	branching	raLo	for	this	OZI	non	
allowed	decay.	
	
iv)	The	PDG	assignment	of				X(3915)			as	a	convenLonal	state	should	not	be	
taken	for	granted.	
		

Gonzales	
	Strong	decays	of		X(3915)	



CHARM	and	ELECTRO-	WEAK	INTERACTION	

Ø  	Charge	current	decays:	leptonic	and	semileptonic	

Ø  FCNC	processes,	D	mixing	and	rare	decays	

Ø Nonleptonic	decays	and	CP	asymmetry	

QCD	needed!	



Charm 2016, BolognaN. Kosnik, IJS & FMF

Charged currents - (semi)leptonic, lattice inputs

D K/π

l
ν

D

Great advance in lattice determination of decay constants  
and form factors enables progress in testing consistency of the SM

fD = (212.15± 1.45)MeV

fDs = (248.83± 1.27)MeV

[FLAG based on FNAL/MILC ’14  
and ETM ’14] 

[FLAG based on HPQCD ’10, ’11]

4

fD!⇡
+ (0) = 0.666(29)

fD!K
+ (0) = 0.747(19)

Charm 2016, BolognaN. Kosnik

Charged currents - handle on CKM

[list of observables used by CKMFitter, results for CKM ’14](Semi)leptonic charm inputs to the CKM fit

|Vcd| = 0.22529+0.00041
�0.00032

|Vcs| = 0.973394+0.000074
�0.000096

CKMFitter  
(using unitarity) Direct extraction using lattice (HFAG+FLAG)

|Vcd| = 0.2164(63)

|Vcs| = 1.008(21)
Leptonic*

*summed stat. and sys. errors

|Vcd| = 0.214(12)

|Vcs| = 0.975(32)
Semileptonic*

5

Leptonic,	semileptonic		and	rare	decays	
	Košnik,	El-Khadra,	Riggio		
		



A. El-Khadra CHARM 2016, Bologna, Italy, 5-9 Sep 2016

⬆

�md(s)

d�(B!⇡`⌫)
dq2 , d�(D!K`⌫)

dq2 , . . .

…

Lattice QCD

generic weak process involving hadrons:

(experiment) = (known) x (CKM element) x (had. matrix element)

⬆
parameterize the ME in 
terms of form factors, 
decay constants, bag 

parameters, ...

3

�K`3,�K`2, . . .

example:

Introduction

d

ū

⇡�

W

D0

c

e+

⌫e
Vcd

D ! ⇡`⌫

Labce	QCD	in	leptonic	and	semileptonic		

	
	
	

Systematic effects in a Lattice simulation

In a Lattice QCD analysis one has to deal with three 
extrapolations:

infinite volume limit

continuum extrapolation

chiral extrapolation

three	extrapolaLons	

Riggio		
	

El-Khadra:		
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D SL form factor results

ETM (G. Salerno) @ Lattice 2016 
• 2+1+1 flavors of tmWilson  
• calculate f+,f0 over whole q2 range 
• modified z-expansion 
• correct for hypercubic discretization effects 
• preliminary sys. errors 

  

Details of the ensembles used in this Nf =2+1+1 analysis

The valence light quark mass is put equal to the sea quark mass Range of the simulated pion masses

Three different values of the lattice
spacing: 0.06 fm ÷ 0.09 fm

Different volumes: 2 fm ÷ 3 fm

Pion masses in range 210 ÷ 440 MeV

The four values of the bare charm mass are used to interpolate to m
c

phys

Simula�on DetailsResultsSimula�on Details

3/19Giorgio SalernoLa�ce 2016

preliminary

see talk by G. Salerno on Thursday

A. El-Khadra CHARM 2016, Bologna, Italy, 5-9 Sep 2016

FNAL/MILC (S. Gottlieb, T. Primer) @ Lattice 2016 
  

• 2+1+1 HISQ ensembles 
physical light quark masses 

• HISQ valence charm, strange, light 
• calculate directly at zero q2 

chiral-continuum extrapolation 
• preliminary systematic error analysis 
  

• next step:  
vector and scalar form factors 
+ range of recoil momenta 
⇒ whole q2  range 

• will yield better precision 
and shape comparison with 
experiment  

22

D SL form factor results

preliminary

Form	factors	for	D	semileptonic	decays	
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D SL form factor results

ETM (G. Salerno) @ Lattice 2016 
• 2+1+1 flavors of tmWilson  
• calculate f+,f0 over whole q2 range 
• modified z-expansion 
• correct for hypercubic discretization effects 
• preliminary sys. errors 

  

Details of the ensembles used in this Nf =2+1+1 analysis

The valence light quark mass is put equal to the sea quark mass Range of the simulated pion masses

Three different values of the lattice
spacing: 0.06 fm ÷ 0.09 fm

Different volumes: 2 fm ÷ 3 fm

Pion masses in range 210 ÷ 440 MeV

The four values of the bare charm mass are used to interpolate to m
c

phys

Simula�on DetailsResultsSimula�on Details

3/19Giorgio SalernoLa�ce 2016

preliminary

see talk by G. Salerno on Thursday

  

Conclusions & Outlooks

                 To do list:

Improve the statistics

Extension to D→K semileptonic decays

Check of hypercubic effects in other semileptonic decays ( K
l3

 , … )

We have presented the momentum dependence of the form factors f 0(q
2) and f +(q2) 

for the semileptonic decay D → π using ETMC gauge ensembles with Nf=2+1+1 

dynamical quarks

The form factors have been determined using both the vector and the scalar currents

and adopting different kinematical conditions in which both the D and the π mesons

have non-zero momentum 

Lorentz symmetry breaking due to hypercubic effects is clearly observed and included 

in the decomposition of the current matrix elements in terms of form factors

Our preliminary result for f +(0) at the physical point is 

 

19/19Giorgio SalernoLa�ce 2016

We presented also ETM results for matrix element of the 4-fermion operators 
relevant for full effective ΔC=2 Hamiltonian 

These estimates of the D bag-parameters can be used to set bounds to the NP scale 
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Implications for |Vcs|, |Vcd|

 S. Aoki et al (FLAG review, arXiv:1607.00299)  S. Gottlieb, T. Primer (FNAL/MILC) @ Lattice 2016

|Vcs| comparison

El-Khadra	
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Implications for |Vcs|, |Vcd|

 S. Aoki et al (FLAG review, arXiv:1607.00299)  S. Gottlieb, T. Primer (FNAL/MILC) @ Lattice 2016

|Vcs| comparison
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FNAL/MILC (arXiv:1407.3772, 2014 PRD)

Implications for the 2nd row of the CKM Matrix 

errors on |Vcs| and |Vcd| are dominated by 
experiment (PDG 2015, arXiv:509.02220): 

(based on the PDG average of 2+1 & 2+1+1 flavor 
LQCD results; average is dominated by FNAL/MILC) 

2" tension with unitarity: 

|Vcd| = 0.217 (1)LQCD (5)exp 
|Vcs| = 1.007 (4)LQCD (16)exp

|Vcs|2 + |Vcd|2 + |Vcb|2 � 1 = 0.064(32)



Charm	charged	current	decays:	chance	for	NP	

•  	NP	in	charged	curreμnt	processes	
•  	(like	in	B:	in	angular	correlaLons	of	B	->	K*μμ,	RK	and	RD(D*)		

Charm 2016, BolognaN. Kosnik

Charged currents - beyond the SM

• Assuming unitarity of VCKM, the values 
of Vcs and Vcd are dominated by 
Vcb measurement and nuclear  
& kaon data 

• Vcs and Vcd values are largely driven by  
indirect constraints 

• Can use direct constraints to explore beyond the SM structures 

indirect value, largely insensitive to cS(l) and cP(l)

Le↵ = �4GFp
2
Vcs

h
(s̄L�

µcL)(⌫̄L�µ`) + c(`)S (s̄c)(⌫̄L`R) + c(`)P (s̄�5c)(⌫̄L`R)
i

[Fajfer et al, 1502.07488] 
[Barranco et al, 1303.3896]

6

[Descotes-Genon et al, 
 Int.J.Mod.Phys.Conf.Ser. 02, 107 (2011)] 

Charm 2016, BolognaN. Kosnik

Charged currents - beyond the SM

• Assuming unitarity of VCKM, the values 
of Vcs and Vcd are dominated by 
Vcb measurement and nuclear  
& kaon data 

• Vcs and Vcd values are largely driven by  
indirect constraints 

• Can use direct constraints to explore beyond the SM structures 

indirect value, largely insensitive to cS(l) and cP(l)

Le↵ = �4GFp
2
Vcs

h
(s̄L�

µcL)(⌫̄L�µ`) + c(`)S (s̄c)(⌫̄L`R) + c(`)P (s̄�5c)(⌫̄L`R)
i

[Fajfer et al, 1502.07488] 
[Barranco et al, 1303.3896]

6

[Descotes-Genon et al, 
 Int.J.Mod.Phys.Conf.Ser. 02, 107 (2011)] 

can	probe	cS			

cP		can		probed	cP			D ! K⇤l⌫l

D ! Kl⌫l

D ! l⌫l

Charm 2016, BolognaN. Kosnik

Charged currents - leptonic

Naive New Physics  
scale sensitivity, cP ~ v2/M2: M > 0.5 TeV M > 1.7 TeV

[Fajfer et al, 1502.07488] 

Typical UV realisations involve either charged scalar (two Higgs doublet model), charged vector (W’, WR),  
or leptoquark with charge 5/3, 2/3, or 1/3.

[Barranco et al, 1303.3896]

7

�(Ds ! `⌫) =
G2

F |Vcs|2

8⇡
f2
Ds

m2
`mDs(1 + �(`)EM)(1�m2

`/m
2
Ds

)2
����1� c(`)P

m2
Ds

(mc +ms)m`

����
2

Pseudoscalar 
decay 
sensitive to 
pseudoscalar 
operator

Naive	New	Physics	
scale	sensiLvity,	cP	~	v2/M2		
	
M>	1.7	TeV	

Typical	UV	realisaLons	involve	either	charged		
scalar	(two	Higgs	doublet	model),	charged		
vector	(W’,	WR),	or	leptoquark	with	charge		
5/3,	2/3,	or	1/3.		
	

Košnik	



	
Flavor	physics	in	the	Standard	Model		
	
	
Ø  Absence	of	FCNC	at	tree	level	(&	GIM	suppression	of	FCNC	@loop	level)	
	
Ø  Almost	no	CP	violaLon	at	tree	level	

Ø  Flavour	Physics	is	extremely	sensiLve	to	New	Physics	(NP)	
	
Ø  In	compeLLon	with	Electroweak	Precision	Measurements	
	
(MarLnelli@CHARM2016)	

Charm	physics	as	a	part	of	flavour		physics		



Ø  Flavour	changing	neutral	currents	in	the	up	sector	are	few:	D-bar	D	
mixing,	rare	(semi)-leptonic	decays,	rare	top	decays.	

	
Ø  Charm	is	the	only	low-energy	probe	of	up-quark	flavour	changing	neutral		

currents	(FCNCs)		

Ø  GIM	broken	locally	by	long-distance	effects.	Resonances	disLnguish	s	
and	d	quarks.	Genuine	FCNCs	are	severely	obscured.		

	

Rare	charm	decays	

De	Boer,	Hiller	1510.0031	

Charm 2016, BolognaN. Kosnik

Neutral currents - effective description

Tree-level 4-quark operators

O7 =
emc

(4⇡)2
(ū�µ⌫PRc)F

µ⌫ OS =
e2

(4⇡)2
(ūPRc)(¯̀̀ )

O9 =
e2

(4⇡)2
(ū�µPLc)(¯̀�µ`) OP =

e2

(4⇡)2
(ūPRc)(¯̀�5`)

O10 =
e2

(4⇡)2
(ū�µPLc)(¯̀�µ�5`) OT =

e2

(4⇡)2
(ū�µ⌫c)(¯̀�

µ⌫`)

OT5 =
e2

(4⇡)2
(ū�µ⌫c)(¯̀�

µ⌫�5`)

12

1) At scale mW all penguin contributions vanish due to GIM 
2) SM contributions to C7…10 at scale mc entirely due to mixing of tree-

level  operators into penguin ones under QCD 

3)  SM values at mc 

4)  All operators’ contributions to D→πℓℓ can be absorbed into q2  
     dependent effective Wilsons C7,9eff(q2) 

(Short-distance) penguin  
operators

C7 = 0.12, C9 = �0.41

[de Boer, Hiller, 1510.00311]

He↵ = �dHd + �sHs � 4GF�bp
2

X

i=3,...,10,S,P,...

CiOi

Charm 2016, BolognaN. Kosnik

Neutral currents - D →πμμ, resonant contributions

13

Cres
9 =

�d

�b

"
a⇢

m2
⇢

q2 �m2
⇢ + i

p
q2�⇢

+ · · ·
#

Cres
S =

�d

�b

"
a⌘m2

⌘

q2 �m2
⌘ + im⌘�⌘

+ · · ·
#

LHCb bound
on constant 
amplitude model

.  

Bounds from LHCb, 1304.6365 

Breit-Wigner model for the qq resonances

Borrowed from de Boer, Hiller, 1510.00311

SM short distance rate 
not accessible

Fix |aX| from measured D→Xπ, X→ℓℓ 
We marginalise over the unknown phase of aX.  

CHARM	FCNC	processes	
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Neutral currents - D →πμμ, BSM operators

Assume BSM is heavy, M > mW 
Parameterised by short-distance 
W. coefficients

14

For each kinematical distribution ``i’’ set Ci = 1

Gray regions denote are the LHCb low-  
and high-q2 bins

•Low-q2 region naively more sensitive to dipole (7),  
  vector (9) and axial vector (10) operators. Compensated by the 
  larger width of the high-q2 bin 

•High-q2 best suited to constrain (pseudo)tensor (T, T5) and 
  (pseudo)scalar (S, P) 

low q2 high q2

Low-q2	region	naively	more	sensiLve	to	
dipole,	vector	and	axial	vector	operators;	
	
High-q2	best	suited	to	constrain	
(pseudo)tensor	(T,	T5)	and	(pseudo)scalar	
(S,P)		
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Neutral currents - D →πμμ, resonant contributions
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Neutral currents - sensitivity to BSM operators

15

For each kinematical distribution ``i’’ set Ci = 1

C̃i ⌘ V ⇤
cbVubCi

low q2 high q2

low q2 high q2

SF,	NK,	1510.00965;		
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Neutral currents: D0 → μμ

• SM mechanisms 

• Null measurement for a time to come

16

Z

uc

e− e+

µ

µ

D0

[Burdman et al, hep-ph/0112235]

SM short-distance GIM suppressed

µ µ

d, s, b

W

10-18

2γ intermediate state dominates
Br(D0 ! µ+µ�) ' 2.7 · 10�5 ⇥ Br(D0 ! ��)

Br(D0 ! ��)th. = (1.0± 0.5)⇥ 10�8

Br(D0 ! ��)exp < 85⇥ 10�8 ) Br(D0 ! µµ) < 2⇥ 10�11

[Fajfer et al, hep-ph/0104236]
[Belle, 1512.02992]

* 
**

* 
**

.  

Br(D0 ! µ+µ�)BSM ⇠ f2
D

2

4
�����
2m2

µ

m2
D

(C10 � C 0
10) +

m2
D

m2
c

(CP � C 0
P )

�����

2

+
m2

D

m2
c

�µ(m
2
D)2 |(CS � C 0

S)|
2

3

5

Br(D0 ! µµ) < 6.2⇥ 10�9
[LHCb, 1305.5059]LHCb1	(1305.5059)		
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Neutral currents: global picture

• Only a subset of operators take part in D0 → μμ. Great sensitivity to 
(pseudo)scalar interactions  

• Interplay of D0 → μμ and D→ πμμ

17

|C̃S � C̃ 0
S |2 + |C̃P � C̃ 0

P + 0.1(C̃10 � C̃ 0
10)|2 . 0.007

 Greljo et al, 1506.01705, de Boer, Hiller, 1510.00311; 
Burdman hep-ph/0112235; Fajfer, NK1510.00965;  
Paul et al 1212.4849; Golowich 0903.2830; …

low q2 high q2

Concrete models of BSM 

• weak triplet boson: if to explain RD(*) the bounds  
on τ→3μ and DD imply no observable effect on rare  
D decays         

•  scalar leptoquark in rep. (3,2,7/6): DD is also  
 competitive, effect in AFB 

•  vector leptoquark in rep. (3,1,5/3): sensitive to rare D 
 decays 

•  leptoquarks with flavour structure 

• 2HDM: scalar operators, sensitive to D0 → μμ 

•  Z’ models are typically better probed in DD 

•  MSSM, vector like quark singlets, warped 
dimensions,

Concrete	models	of	BSM	
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Greljo	et	al,	1506.01705,		
de	Boer,	Hiller,	1510.00311;		
Burdman	hep-ph/0112235;		
Fajfer,	NK1510.00965;		
Paul	et	al	1212.4849;	Golowich	0903.2830;		
	

If	a	model	tries	to	hide	from	B	and	K	constraints		
it	is	likely	it	will	hit	the	FCNC	constraints	in		
the	charm	sector		
	



																								mixing	D � D̄

In	talks	by	Lenz,	El-Khadra,	MarLnelli	and	Ciuchini	

	
											“Simple”	
can	use	the	same	methods	as		
for	B	mixing	(and	decay		
constants,	form	factors)		
BSMs	with	heavy	new	parLcles		
can	contribute	here		
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HW
HW

D0
D

0

c

c̄

d, s, b

u

ū

D
0

D0

u

ūc̄

c

H�c=2
W

M12 �
i

2
�12 / hD0|H�c=2

W |D0i +
X

n

hD0|H�c=1
W |nihn|H�c=1

W |D0i
MD � En + i✏

Neutral D meson mixing

W W

cu

ūc̄
d̄, s̄, b̄

d, s, b

long distanceshort distance
																						“Hard”	
•	large	contribuLon		
•	intermediate	state	can	include	mulLple	(>2)		
hadrons:	formalism	for	mulL-hadron	states	sLll	under		
development	(Hansen	&	Sharpe,	arXiv:1602.00324,	
	2016	PRD)		
✦	not	a	problem	for	Kaon	mixing		
➟	first	calculaLon	of	long-distance	contribuLon		
already	exists	(RBC/UKCD,	arXiv:1406.0916,	2014	PRL)		
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D mixing results in comparison

29

A. Kronfeld @ Lattice 2016 (plot by C.C. Chang)

• ETM:
	 nf = 2+1+1 

arXiv:1505.06639 

• Fermilab/MILC:
	 nf = 2+1  

• ETM:
	 nf = 2

arXiv:1403.7302

(GeV2)

! = 3 GeV
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O5 = c̄a Lub c̄b Rua c

In the SM and beyond: 

He↵ =
5X

i=1

ci(µ)Oi(µ)
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D
0

D0

u c
Oi

• calculate the matrix elements of all five local operators.

hOii ⌘ hD0|Oi|D0i(µ) = eiM
2
D f2

DB(i)
D (µ)

Neutral D meson mixing

choose  ! = 3 GeV
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   Λ (TeV) K CPV  D CPV B
d
 CPC B

s
 CPC

lower bound 4.8x105 3.6x104 3.1x103    760

Comparison with other meson mixing

Ciuchini		
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Q~i (Q~2) with the substitution (d -+ s). In Eqs. (2.1) and
(2.3) cx and P are color indices (that we will omit in the
following formulas) and in the "penguin" operators q (q)
is to be summed over all active flavors (u, d, s).
If we neglect mixing with the third generation (U„b = 0

and U„,U,*, = —U„gU;d ——singe cos gc) then the three
effective Hamiltonians

parities, and masses around 1.9 GeV. One expects for
each parity two resonances of this type, a SU(3) singlet
and a member of an octet, that generally mix among
themselves. Such a large number of new parameters to
fit eight new data (or limits) for branching ratios is obvi-
ously unappealing, unless some arguments can be given
to reduce it. In the following we will show that rea-
sonable phenomenological assumptions may reduce the
number of new parameters to three.
We have to determine these by a fit to the data. Before

doing that we repeated the fit to all Cabibbo allowed and
to charged meson first-forbidden decay branching ratios,
which in the meantime have got lower error bars and in
some cases have also changed. The model is therefore
passing a more demanding test.

IIAC'= —AS
eff
sin Oc

~AC=AS ~AS=0
eff eff
cos Hc ' +2 singe cos oc (2 4)

II. DECAY AMPLITUDES IN THE FACTORIZED
AP PROXIMATION

The effective weak Hamiltonian for Cabibbo-allowed
nonleptonic decays of charined particles is given by [U;~.
are elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix]

G~ U„~U;, [C2s p„(1—ps)c u~p" (1—ps)dp2
+C,u p„(1—ps)c s~p" (1—ps)dp] + Hc.

(2.1)

~AC'= AS
eff

while for LC = —LS processes the Hamiltonian is ob-
tained from the same equation with the substitution
8 ~ d. The effective weak Hamiltonian for Cabibbo first-
forbidden nonleptonic decays is

form a U-spin triplet. Therefore, in the limit of exact
flavor SU(3) symmetry a number of relations between
decay amplitudes should hold. We shall discuss some
of them in Sec. IV and we will see that they are often
violated rather strongly.
We have evaluated the coeKcients C; at the scale

1.5 GeV using the two-loop anomalous dimension ma-
trices recently calculated by Buras and collaborators [1],
assuming A4 ——300 MeV, where MS denotes the mod-
ified minimal subtraction scheme. This value, which
corresponds to the best agreement between the exper-
imental data and the theoretical results on the exclu-
sive decay channels of D mesons, is compatible with the
experimental determination from measurements at the
CERN e+e collider LEP [6]. The coefficients at next-
to-leading order are renormalization scheme dependent:
we assume in the following the values obtained using
the "scheme-independent prescription" of Buras et al. :
namely, C1 ———0.628, C2 ——1.347, C3 ——0.027, C4 ——

—0.057, C5 ——0.015, C6 ———0.070.
In the factorized approximation the matrix elements of

H,s are written in terms of matrix elements of currents,
(V~)& = q'p" q and (A~, )" = q'p"psq
We recall the definitions of the decay constants for

pseudoscalar (vr, K, . . .) and vector (p, K*, . . .) mesons,
~AC'=+1, AS=0
eff U-~U.~[CiQi + C2Q2]

2

+ U„,U,', [CiQi + C2Q2]Gp
2

(p)IA"lo) = —xf;p

(V;(p, A)lV" l0) = M,f,e*"(A), .

(2.5)

6

U„sU;s) C,Q, + H.c.2" '=i=3
In Eq. (2.2) the operators are [8]

Qi = u V&(1 —Ws)dpd V"(1—~s)c
Q2 = u p„(1—ps)d d~p" (1—ps)cp,
Q. = u ~.(1-~.)c-).q'~" (I - ~.)qp,

(2.2)
and the usual definitions [9] for the matrix elements of
the currents:

(Rlv"l&, ) = p,"+p,"— ', ' q" f+(q')

M2 —M2
+ ', ' q"fo(q'),

, f. .* q„&(V;lA" lP, ) = i(M, + M;)Ai(q )
)

«=u ~ (1 —~.)c~) q ~"(1 ~.)q-,

Qs = u p„(1—ps)c ) q~p" (1+ps)qp,

Qs = u ~&(1—~s)cp ) .q~~" (1+~.)q-,

(2 3)

The operator Qi (Q2) in Eq. (2.2) is obtained &om

—iA2(q')
M~ +M;

+i2M, AO(q ) q",
g

c"„p p".p~~*
(v;Iv la, ) = 2v(q') M, +M;

(2.6)

Nonleptonic	weak	decays		

On	the	quark	level		leading	contribuLons	are:		

Two	body	decays,	based	on	factorisaLon	and	FSI,	(assumed	to	be	dominated		
by	nearby	resonances)		
	included	in	the	paper		Buccella	et	al,	hep-ph/9411286	
Santorelli	talk!	
	
	

µ = mb. Defining γ77 = (g2
s/8π2)b77 with b77 = 16/3 this integrates to

c7(µ)=

!

αs(mW )

αs(µ)

"

b77
β0

c7(mW ) or c7(mc)=

!

αs(mW )

αs(mb)

"
16
23

!

αs(mb)

αs(mc)

"
16
25

c7(mW ) (2.9)

and c7(mW ) is given by (2.2, 2.4). If diagrams in Fig. 2.1 presented the only QCD correction
to O7 at this order, then the Lagrangian (2.6) would present the effective Lagrangian for
c → uγ decay within the described approximation. The suitable renormalization scale is
µ = mc and the c → uγ amplitude (2.1) would be given by the coefficient ceff

7 = c7(mc)
(2.9). If we renormalized the Lagrangian at µ = mW instead, we would have to sum the
contributions to all orders in αs ln(mc/mW ) in order to get the same result. For this reason
this approximation is called the leading logarithmic approximation. The idea to incorporate
the effects of highly virtual particles in low energy phenomena into coefficients rather than
in the operators was introduced by K.G. Willson [48] and the corresponding coefficients are
called the Willson coefficients.

W

d, s, b

c

u

d, s, b

W g

d, s, b

c

u

d, s, b

(a)

W

d, s, b

c u

q q

(b)

W

d, s, b

c u

γ

(c)

W

d, s, b

c u

g

(d)

Figure 2.2: The diagrams that give rise to the effective operators O1,..8 (2.10). Only some
typical respresentatives of the classes are shown.

This was, however, overly simplified in order to illustrate the idea behind the leading
logarithmic approximation. In addition to O7, there are several effective local operators
which mix among themselves when they are evolved from µ = mW down to some lower
scale [22, 49]. The current-current operators O1,2 arise from the diagrams Fig. 2.2a, the
QCD-penguin operators O3,4,5,6 arise form the diagram Fig. 2.2b and the magnetic penguin
operators O7 and O8 arise form the diagrams Fig. 2.2c and 2.2d, respectively (only some

21

It	is	very	simple	on	
the	quark	level	
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Name Diagrams

T c

ū/¯d

u

¯

d

ū/¯d

d

A

c

¯

d

¯

d

u/d

ū/¯d

u

C c

ū/¯d

d

ū/¯d

¯

d

u

E
c

ū

d

ū/¯d

u/d

¯

d

Pd

c

ū/¯d

d

u

ū/¯d

u/d

ū/¯d

TABLE I: SU(3)F -limit topological amplitudes.

without approximation and the perturbation H1. The
S-matrix element of the transition i ! f triggered by H1

is

hf | T e�i
R
d4xH1(x) |ii . (13)

In our case H0 is the QCD Hamiltonian with mu and
ms set equal to md. H1 consists of the weak |�C| = 1
Hamiltonian HW and the SU(3)F -breaking Hamiltonian

H⇠⇠⇠SU(3)F = (ms � md)ss, (14)

where isospin breaking is neglected. With our choice of
H0 the asymptotic states i, f are eigenstates of H0 which
are D+ or D0 mesons or two-pion states. To first order in
HW and zeroth and first order in H⇠⇠⇠SU(3)F the transition
amplitude in Eq. (13) becomes

hf | � i

Z
d4xHW (x) |ii+

hf | � 1

2

ZZ
d4xd4yT HW (x)H⇠⇠⇠SU(3)F (y) |ii . (15)

The second piece accounts for the di↵erences of ampli-
tudes involving a D+

s in the initial state or one or two
kaons in the final state from their unflavored counter-
parts. The Feynman rule ofH⇠⇠⇠SU(3)F is an ss vertex which
we denote by a cross on the s-quark line. This approach
is essentially identical to the one of Ref. [19], where B
decays have been considered. H⇠⇠⇠SU(3)F also leads to ⌘–
⌘0 mixing. Using an ⌘–⌘0 mixing angle in our diagram-
matic method may lead to a double-counting of SU(3)F -
breaking e↵ects and we do not consider final states with

⌘(0)’s in the final state in this paper. The correspond-
ing topological amplitudes are collected in Tab. II. We
combine our topological amplitudes into a vector

p ⌘
⇣
T, T

(1)
1 , T

(1)
2 , T

(1)
3 , A,A

(1)
1 , A

(1)
2 , A

(1)
3 ,

C, C
(1)
1 , C

(1)
2 , C

(1)
3 , E,E

(1)
1 , E

(1)
2 , E

(1)
3 , Pbreak

⌘T

. (16)

Then we can write

Mp = A (17)

with a 17 ⇥ 17 coe�cient matrix M and A =�A(D0 ! K+K�), . . . ,A(D+
s ! K0K+)

�T
subsuming

the decay amplitudes. The i-th column of M contains
the coe�cients cdi of Eqs. (6–8). Tab. III shows A in the
first column and lists the elements of M as table entries.
We remark that the only final state with two identical
mesons is

��⇡0⇡0
↵
. In D0(pD) ! ⇡0(p1)⇡0(p2) two ef-

fects must be taken into account: first, each topological
amplitude appears twice (with p1 and p2 interchanged,
leading to a proper Bose-symmetrized state). Second, in
the subsequent phase space integration one integrates the
azimuthal angle over the interval [0,⇡] rather the usual
[0, 2⇡], because the two pions are indistinguishable. The
resulting factor of 1/2 in the decay rate (compared to
the other listed decay rates) is accommodated through
a factor of 1/

p
2 on the amplitude level in Tab. III. For

example, the factor of 1/
p
2 multiplying E is the result of

the mentioned factors of 2 and 1/
p
2 and two factors of

1/
p
2 stemming from the

��⇡0
↵
state in Eq. (3). Note that

it would be unwise to define the SU(3)F limit from some
average of s and d diagrams, since with this choice the
asymptotic states constructed from H0 would not corre-
spond to physical mesons. Furthermore, there would be
far fewer zeros among the coe�cients in Tab. III which
would further complicate the analysis.
There is one more SU(3)F -breaking topological am-

plitude, the penguin annihilation amplitude PAbreak ⌘
PAs � PAd depicted in Fig. 1. While the dynamics de-
scribed by this amplitude is di↵erent from the ones dis-
cussed so far, PAbreak enters the decay amplitudes in
such a way that it can be absorbed into other ampli-
tudes. Thus it is a redundant fit parameter, as explained
in the following section.

C. Redundancies

The relationship between physical and topological am-
plitudes is not one-to-one. If no other dynamical informa-
tion on the latter is used, the determination of p from A
in Eq. (17) yields an infinite set of solutions describing the
data equally well. A priori this feature renders fitted nu-
merical values of T, . . . , Pbreak meaningless and obscures
the comparison of di↵erent analyses in the literature.
There are two ways to address this problem: one can
simply remove redundant parameters and quote numbers

There	are	recent	analysis	based	od	SU(3)F	flavor	
symmetry	breaking:		
Hiller,	Jung,	Schacht,		
1211.3734;	Muller,	Nierste,	Schacht	1503.06759;	
Gronau	1501.03272,	Santorelli	
a	 global	 fit	 to	 topological	 amplitudes	 using	 all	
available	branching	 raLos	and	 the	experimental	
informaLon	on	the	strong	phase	difference	.	
	
	

Amplitude calculations: the SU(3)F approach
The idea to study charmed particles by assuming SU(3)F flavour symmetry is very old

Altarelli, Cabibbo, and Maiani (1975)
Kingsley, Treiman, Wilczek, and Zee (1975)
Einhorn and Quigg (1975)
Voloshin, Zakharov, and Okun (1975)
Cabibbo and Maiani (1978)
Quigg (1980)

and quite simple (in principle):

(s̄c)(ūs)⇠ 3⌦3⌦3 ⇠ 3�30 �6�15

Due to the fact that

(D0,D+,Ds)⇠ 3 PP ⇠ (8⌦8)S = 1�8�27

hPP|H |Di ⇠ h1�8�27|
�
3�6�15

���3
↵

Neglecting the 3 µ V ⇤
cbVub we have B. Grinstein and R.F. Lebed PRD 53 (1996) 6344

I. Hinchliffe and T.A. Kaeding, PRD 54 (1996) 914

H =
V ⇤

cd Vusp
2

H6
0 +

(V ⇤
cd Vud �V ⇤

csVus)

2
H6

1/2�
V ⇤

csVudp
2

H6
1 �

(V ⇤
cd Vud�3V ⇤

csVus)

2
p

6
H15

1/2+
(V ⇤

cd Vus +V ⇤
csVud )p

2
H15

1 +
V ⇤

cd Vudp
3

H15
3/2

see also talk by A.Paul

Using Wigner-Eckart theorem we have

h8| |15
����3

↵
h27| |15

����3
↵

h8| |6
����3

↵
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Santorelli:	

Amplitude calculations: the SU(3)F approach
The idea to study charmed particles by assuming SU(3)F flavour symmetry is very old

Altarelli, Cabibbo, and Maiani (1975)
Kingsley, Treiman, Wilczek, and Zee (1975)
Einhorn and Quigg (1975)
Voloshin, Zakharov, and Okun (1975)
Cabibbo and Maiani (1978)
Quigg (1980)

and quite simple (in principle):

(s̄c)(ūs)⇠ 3⌦3⌦3 ⇠ 3�30 �6�15

Due to the fact that

(D0,D+,Ds)⇠ 3 PP ⇠ (8⌦8)S = 1�8�27

hPP|H |Di ⇠ h1�8�27|
�
3�6�15

���3
↵

Neglecting the 3 µ V ⇤
cbVub we have B. Grinstein and R.F. Lebed PRD 53 (1996) 6344

I. Hinchliffe and T.A. Kaeding, PRD 54 (1996) 914
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csVudp
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H6
1 �
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cd Vud�3V ⇤
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2
p

6
H15
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Wigner-Eckart	theorem:	

Fit	reduced	from		17	amplitudes	on	5	complex	r	
educed	matrix	elements		



CP Violation in the Decays: The Direct CPV
This occurs when the decay amplitudes for CP conjugate processes into final states f
and f̄ are different in modulus

|A (M0 ! f )| 6= |A (M̄0 ! f̄ )| M0

f

2

6=
M̄0

f̄

2

A nonzero direct CP asymmetry is present only when the decay amplitude is

A = A1 eıd1 +A2 eıd2

the CP conjugate amplitude is

Ā = A⇤
1 eıd1 +A⇤

2 eıd2

and the CP asymmetry is:

adir
CP=

|A |2 � |Ā |2

|A |2 + |Ā |2
=

2 ¡(A⇤
1 A2) sin(d1 �d2)

|A1|2 + |A2|2 +2 ¬(A⇤
1 A2) cos(d1 �d2)

⇡2¡
✓

A2

A1

◆
sin(d1 �d2)
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Santorelli:	



CP Asymmetries: The SCS case
The amplitudes are made of two parts. For the D0, for example, we have:

A SCS =
1
2
(V ⇤

csVus �V ⇤
cd Vud )A(1,2) eıd � 1

2
V ⇤

cbVubA(P) eıd 0

and so the direct CP asymmetry is given by

adir
CP ⇡ hA2 l 4 sin(d �d 0)

"
A(P)

A(1,2)

#
⇡ (6⇥10�4) sin(d �d 0)

"
A(P)

A(1,2)

#

Strong phase difference could be large
due to the resonances
Penguin amplitude of the order of tree
amplitude

adir
CP ⇡ 10�4 ÷10�3

�ACP = aCP(K
+K�)�aCP(p+p�)

�ACP = (�0.82±0.21±0.11)% (LHCb(2012))
= (�0.62±0.21±0.10)% (CDF(2012))
= (�0.87±0.41±0.06)% (Belle(2012))

�ACP =�(0.16 ± 0.19)%
HFAG (July 2016)
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MulL-body	charm	decays	

Rademacker:	Why	to	study	it?	

QM	is	intrinsically	complex:				
	
•  Wave	funcLons/transiLon	amplitudes	etc:	ψ	=	a	eiα.	Observable:	|ψ|2.					
Only	half	the	informaLon.	How	do	I	get	the	rest?	
	
•  Note	that	the	rest	is	very	interesLng	-	CP	violaLon	in	the	SM	comes	
from	phases!	
•	Answer:	Interference	effects:				

Jonas Rademacker (University of Bristol)                          Introduction to Multibody Charm Decays                                   CHARM 2016, Bologna

Why Amplitude Analyses?
• QM is intrinsically complex:  
 
Wave functions/transition amplitudes etc: ψ = a eiα. Observable: |ψ|2.  
 
Only half the information. How do I get the rest? 

• Note that the rest is very interesting - CP violation in the SM comes 
from phases! 

• Answer: Interference effects:  
 
ψtotal    =  a eiα + b eiβ + … 
|ψtotal|2 =  |a eiα + b eiβ + …| = a2 + b2 + 2ab cos(α – β) + …

3
Not	only	that:		
	 Charm	inputs	are	of	great	importance	to	the	gamma	
combinaLon	and	thus	to	the	search	of	NP	effects.		

Derkach		



Jonas Rademacker (University of Bristol)                          Introduction to Multibody Charm Decays                                   CHARM 2016, Bologna

✬

✫

✩

✪

✷ Angular distributions for the vector and tensor intermediate states introduce the characteristic
non-uniformity of the event density.

✷ Finally, the region where the amplitudes of two resonances overlap is sensitive to the phase
difference between the two amplitudes.

Two scalars, ∆φ = 0, Two scalars, ∆φ = π
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What happens if two things 
happen

d� =
1

(2⇡)2 32M3
|Mfi|2ds12ds13

M

2

1

3

s12
s 1

3R

M

2

3

1
R

+
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This	work	

D+		 		

•  Realis*c  D+	à	Κ- π+ π+  Dalitz	plot	pseudo-data	analyzed	

													pseudo-data	generated	from	E791’s	isobar	model			PRD	73,	032004	(2006)	

•  FSI	is	taken	into	account,	using	unitary	coupled-channel	model	

•  Demonstrate	coupled-channel	analysis	is	feasible	for	high-quality	Dalitz	plot	data	

													first	coupled-channel	analysis	of		D	à		three-light-mesons	Dalitz	plot	

•  Hadronic	dynamics	in	FSI	of		D+	à	Κ- π+ π+  examined	

•  Examine	the	extent	to	which	isobar	model	is	valid	in	analyzing	Dalitz	plot	data	

																																														(How	reliably	amplitudes	are	extracted		from	Dalitz	plot)	

			

two-meson		
scaVering	amplitude	

Coupled-channel	Dalitz	plot	analysis	of																																									decay	D+ ! K�⇡+⇡+

Nakamura	
•  ParLal	wave	decay	amplitudes	can	be	extracted	
•  	InformaLon	of	hadron	interacLons	and	resonances	thereby		
•  	CPV	analysis,	new	physics	search	

		

Model		 Kamano,	SXN,	Lee,	Sato,	PRD	84,	114019	(2011)	

D+	à	Κ- π+ π+ 	

Channels	
(par*al	wave)		

Kπ( )S
I=1/2

π , Kπ( )P
I=1/2

π , Kπ( )D
I=1/2

π , ππ( )P
I=1K , Kπ( )S

I=3/2
π , ππ( )S

I=2 K

First	considered	in	Dalitz	analysis	

(i)  Develop	Κπ  and	ππ  scaVering	model		

(ii)  Develop	Κππ  scaVering	model	based	on	(i)		

(iii)  	Analyze		D+	à	Κ- π+ π+  Dalitz	plot	data;	no	adjustment	of	resonance	proper*es		

κ, Κ0
�(1430) Κ�(892) Κ2

�(1430) ρ(770)resonances	

�

�

No	flat	background	
(poles	of	amplitudes)	

SXN,	PRD	93,	014005	(2016)	

cf.		Κ0
�(1430)  in	previous	analyses	

scagering	model	developed	

Large	hadronic	rescagering	effects!		
	



Closing	remark		

	CHARM	2015		 	CHARM	2016		

Progress	in	Charm	in	QCD	
	
CHARM	in	EW	interacLons				
	



CHARM	is	now	42	years	old!	

Facing	interesLng	future!		


